Insulating concrete is a multiphase material designed for reduced thermal conductivity, and the void distribution in concrete strongly affects its physical properties such as mechanical response and heat conduction. Therefore, it is essential to develop a method for identifying the spatial distribution of voids. To examine the voids of insulating concrete specimens, micro-CT (computed tomography) images can be effectively used. The micro-CT images are binarized to visualize the void distribution and stacked to generate 3D specimen images. From the obtained images, the spatial distribution of the voids and the microscopic constituents inside the insulating concrete specimens can be identified. The void distribution in the material can be characterized using low-order probability functions such as two-point correlation, lineal-path, and two-point cluster functions. It is confirmed that micro-CT images and low-order probability functions are effective in describing the relative degree of void clustering and void connectivity in insulating concrete.
Introduction
The phase distribution of multiphase materials strongly affects their properties [1] [2] [3] . The properties of concrete, a random heterogeneous multiphase material that is widely used in infrastructure, are affected by the spatial distribution of each constituent, namely, cement, sand, and aggregate. For example, the strength [4, 5] and percolation [6] of a concrete specimen are affected by the spatial distribution of voids within it; therefore, it is essential to investigate the spatial distribution of the constituents of the specimen to clarify its properties.
Insulating concrete is a type of concrete that is designed to have reduced thermal conductivity. Insulating concrete, when cast, contains numerous voids owing to the use of airentraining admixtures or lightweight aggregates. These voids are critical in reducing heat conduction. When the void ratio of the material is increased, certain properties of concrete behave contrarily; with a higher void ratio of the specimen, the insulation is increased, but the strength is decreased. To overcome this drawback, the introduction of anisotropic voids is a promising approach; several studies have examined this topic [5] [6] [7] . Therefore, proper methodology to examine the spatial distribution of voids in concrete specimen is necessary for investigating anisotropy of the void distribution in insulating concrete.
Various experimental techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), optical microscopy (OM), and mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) have been used for identifying the inner structure of the void distribution within insulating concrete specimens. SEM and OM can be used to identify the component distribution of cement paste; however, these methods can only provide information obtainable from cross-sectional images. Additional preparation processes, such as polishing and drying, that may damage the specimen are required to obtain more information. MIP is considered effective for investigating the spatial distribution of voids [8, 9] ; however, it cannot describe the overall void 2 Advances in Materials Science and Engineering distribution within the material, and the specimen may be damaged during drying before MIP testing and pressure loading [10] . In this study, computed tomography (CT), a nondestructive and noninvasive method, is used to investigate the spatial distribution of the constituents of insulating concrete. In this method, a series of cross-sectional images of insulating concrete are generated using X-rays without damaging the specimen. These images are expressed by a pixel, which serves as a unit for building two-dimensional (2D) images. A CT imaging process that converts images from an 8-bit image to a binary image is used to examine the specific constituents of insulating concrete. Subsequently, three-dimensional (3D) images of the insulating concrete can be generated by stacking the 2D images.
Numerous studies have reported on the use of CT imaging for investigating material characteristics. Lu et al. [11] used CT to examine the pore connectivity and its correlation with chloride migration in order to evaluate the permeability of concrete. Masad et al. [12] used CT to evaluate the permeability and anisotropy of asphalt by simulating the microstructure. Gallucci et al. [13] used CT to investigate the degree of the pore network in concrete. CT images have also been used for studying other properties of concrete materials. Burlion et al. [14] used CT images to analyze the microstructure of cementitious materials during leaching. Chotard et al. [15] used CT to evaluate the early stage of the hydration of calcium aluminate cement. Helfen et al. [16] used CT to examine the evolution of the cement microstructure during hydration. Chung et al. [17] used CT images to evaluate the correlation between the anisotropy of the void distribution and the stiffness of lightweight aggregates. Rougelot et al. [18] used CT images to examine microcracking in cement composites. Zhang et al. [10] used CT to investigate mass diffusivity in cement paste. These studies have adopted CT imaging methods to investigate the characteristics and properties of concrete materials.
In addition to CT imaging, probability-based methods are employed to describe the void distribution in insulating concrete. Here, the void distribution of insulating concrete was characterized using low-order probability functions such as two-point correlation [3, 19] , lineal-path [1, 20] , and twopoint cluster [21, 22] . The degree of phase clustering can be identified using a two-point correlation function [1, 3] . The lineal-path function can be used to obtain information about the phase connectivity along a specific direction. The twopoint cluster function is effective for describing the continuity of phase-clustering-related material characteristics such as percolation and diffusivity [1, 21] .
In this study, the spatial distribution of voids in concrete specimens with different constituents is investigated. In insulating concrete, hollow glass beads (3M) with diameters of the order of a few micrometers are added to increase the insulating effect. Therefore, a CT image expressed by a micrometer order pixel size is required to identify the voids induced by the glass beads in the insulating concrete specimen. To obtain high-resolution CT images, the highenergy micro-CT facility in the 6D X-ray imaging beamline at Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL, Korea) is used. The spatial distribution of glass beads as well as voids in the insulating concrete is examined using CT images and low-order probability functions. Using low-order probability functions, the characteristics of the void distribution can be described using only a small amount of data. Anisotropy of the void distribution inside the specimen is also examined using those methods. In addition, the difference between the void distribution of concrete specimens with and without glass beads is compared to investigate the effect of the glass beads on the cementitious material.
Insulating Concrete Specimen and CT Imaging

Insulating Concrete Specimens.
Insulating concrete is widely used as an exterior and interior structural material to improve energy efficiency by reducing heat loss through its insulating effect [23] [24] [25] . Studies have extensively focused on using lightweight aggregates to produce numerous voids in concrete and thus to improve the insulation [26, 27] . In this study, hollow glass beads (3M) were added to insulating concrete to enhance its insulating effect. The insulating concrete specimen is prepared using the mix design shown in Table 1 . The material properties of the glass bead used are listed in Table 2 . These beads have diameters of 10-65 m, and they are used to produce a spherical void within the concrete. The beads are expected to be more effective for insulation than lightweight aggregates because they can ensure regularly dispersed voids within the concrete. An insulating concrete specimen composed Type I Portland cement, fine aggregates, and glass beads. The specimen is produced using a plastic tube with a length and diameter of 70 mm and 4 mm, respectively, as shown in Figure 1 . The specimen volume is the maximum size that can be analyzed effectively using the X-ray micro-CT device at PAL. The concrete specimen is cured under standard conditions (25 ∘ C) for 28 days. In this study, the fine aggregates used are washed ones having a fineness modulus (FM) of 2.64; aggregates smaller than 1.2 mm in size are only used in consideration of the specimen size.
CT Imaging for Constituents Analysis.
It is difficult to investigate the constituent distribution of concrete without damaging the specimen. In this study, CT imaging is used to examine the spatial distribution of constituents as well as voids within insulating concrete. Cross-sectional images of insulating concrete are obtained using the micro-CT facility at Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL) in Korea. It is essential to use the synchrotron micro-CT device because the images from a general CT device (e.g., [6] ) cannot visualize glass beads having diameters of the order of a few micrometers. At PAL, an X-ray radiograph and a phase difference image with micrometer resolution can be obtained using the maximum 55 keV X-ray source. Figure 2 (a) shows the insulating concrete specimen setup and Figure 2 (b) the synchrotron micro CT equipment. A cross-sectional CT image of the insulating concrete specimen is generated when X-rays are injected from the device shown in Figure 2 (c) and transmitted to the specimen. Figure 3 shows sample 8-bit micro-CT cross-sectional images of the insulating concrete specimen, in which a pixel is represented by a value ranging from 0 to 255 (total of 256 values) depending on the relative density, where 0 is black and 255 is white in gray scale. A pixel value of 0 indicates that the relative density of the material for the pixel is minimum. Each micro-CT image is composed of 1633 × 1633 ( × ) pixels with 3.4 m pixel size, and 1,500 images are obtained along the length direction over a 5.1 mm range. In the figure, the thin circular border is a plastic tube that encloses the insulating concrete specimen, and the blurred region outside the border is noise which is a byproduct of image reconstruction.
Assuming that cement is not completely hydrated and a unit quantity of water is fully evaporated, the constituents in the plastic tube are voids, glass beads ( = 0.125 kg/m 3 ), mortar ( = 1.43 kg/m 3 ), and the fine aggregates ( = 2.58 kg/m 3 ) remaining after the hydration reaction, where is the material density. Therefore, the darkest region in Figure 3 can be considered as glass beads or voids and the brightest region as fine aggregate with relatively large density. The gray region observed across most of the specimen is considered to be mortar. As shown in Figure 3 , the spatial distribution of the constituents in the insulating concrete specimen can be determined effectively and nondestructively using CT images obtained from the synchrotron facility. To quantify the spatial distribution, probabilistic functions can be used.
Low-Order Probability Functions for Material Characterization
A suitable method is required for determining the spatial distribution of the constituents of the insulating concrete specimen. In this study, low-order probability functions, originally used to characterize the phase distribution of random heterogeneous materials [1] , are used for this purpose.
Two-Point Correlation Function.
The two-point correlation function ( ( , , )) is used to characterize the phase distribution in this research. ( , , ) is the probability that any two points are located in the -phase and -phase [1, 3, 17, 19] . is the distance between two points; is the angle between a test line and the -axis; and is the angle between the projection of a test line on the -plane and the -axis, as shown in Figure 4 . (1)
where is the volume fraction of phase . In (1), when the distance between two points approaches zero, the probability of finding the same phase at both points converges to the phase volume fraction; otherwise, the probability of finding different phases at a point becomes zero. Equation (2) indicates that ( ) converges to the product of the phase volume fraction as increases. Gokhale et al. [19] suggested a simple form of the two-point correlation function based on statistical information [28] ( , , )
In (3), [ ( , ) ] is the number of intersections between a test line and the -phase interface per unit test line length.
In the case of two-phase materials, the probability that both phases are located in the same ( ) phase, , can be obtained from (3) and
Lineal-Path Function.
To further investigate the constituent distribution, a lineal-path function is used to compensate for the two-point correlation function. The linealpath function, ( , , ), is the probability that a randomly placed line of length is entirely in a phase [6, 29, 30] . Using the lineal-path function, the continuous connectivity of the same phases for a specific direction can be evaluated. The general limits for the lineal-path function are
In this study, Coker and Torquato's method [20] is adopted to obtain the lineal-path function for the insulating concrete specimen. To calculate the lineal-path function, a random point inside the specimen is selected, and the phase information for the specific direction is analyzed by increasing the length of the test line. This process is repeated until a test line reaches a different phase from that of the starting point. From the lineal-path function, the connectivity of the specific constituent can be evaluated because it considers the entire line segment between two end points of the test line.
Two-Point Cluster Function.
Another form of the probability function-the two-point cluster function-is used to examine the connectivity of both the phase distribution and the phase clusters. The two-point cluster function, ( , , ), is defined as the probability of finding any two points in the same cluster of phase [1, 21] . Using the two-point cluster function, the connected cluster of a phase can be identified even when the phase connectivity along the specific direction is interrupted by another phase. The general limits for the two-point cluster function are
To calculate the two-point cluster function, Lee and Torquato's method [22] is used. In this method, two points in the material are arbitrarily selected, and it is checked whether these two points are located in the same phase and cluster. Then, the distance between these two points is calculated, and this process is repeated along the specific direction to obtain the two-point cluster function with the change of . The two-point cluster function can be used to obtain detailed information on the phase distribution because it provides information about the connectivity for both the phase and the cluster. Thus, the two-point cluster function can be used for a material that needs to secure the channel pass, such as insulating and porous concrete.
Analysis of Constituents of Insulating Concrete Specimen
In this study, we determine the void distribution within insulating concrete using CT images and analyze the spatial distribution of voids quantitatively using probability functions. The void distribution of insulating concrete strongly affects material properties such as thermal conductivity and strength. Using CT images obtained from a synchrotron facility, voids within the specimen as well as visible ones on the surface are described. In addition, the spatial distribution of voids is statistically characterized using low-probability functions.
CT Imaging of Insulating Concrete Specimen.
The spatial distribution of the constituents of insulating concrete can be roughly identified from Figure 3 . For example, regions 1-5 in Figure 5 (a) are samples of circular voids. In this image, a circular void having a diameter of at most 20 pixels can be considered a glass bead because the maximum diameter of a glass bead is 65 m (20 pixels based on a pixel size of 3.4 m). Therefore, among the voids in Figure 5 (a), regions 4 and 5 can be considered glass beads. Figure 5 (b) shows a 3D image of a glass bead as obtained subsequently by stacking 8-bit crosssectional images around region 5 in Figure 5 (a); because a smooth sphere is identified, region 5 can be considered a candidate for a glass bead. As shown in Figure 5 , the constituents of insulating concrete can be investigated using CT images. However, with the 8-bit CT image, it is difficult to detect minute components such as sparsely dispersed voids inside the specimen. In addition, the objective of the use of glass beads is to secure the void inside the specimen; the void phase, including the voids induced by glass beads, is the primary element of interest in this study. To describe the void distribution inside the insulating concrete effectively, a binary image is generated from the 8-bit cross-sectional image, as shown in Figure 6 . To analyze the void distribution inside the insulating concrete specimen, the region of interest (Figure 6(b) ) is extracted from the original CT image shown in Figure 6 (a). In the 8-bit image in Figure 6 (b), a set of pixels smaller than the threshold value is considered as voids. Here, a threshold value is selected using the Otsu method [31] from the gray-level histogram of the image, and the median filter is also used for noise reduction. By using an imaging process to separate voids and solids, a binary image is generated from the 8-bit cross-sectional image, as shown in Figure 6 (c). For binary imaging, the image processing toolbox in MATLAB [32] is used. The binary image in Figure 6 (c) is composed of 700 × 700 ( × ) pixels with a pixel size of 3.4 m. In this figure, the white region is solid, and the black region is a void within the insulating concrete specimen. To describe the void distribution of the insulating concrete specimen in 3D, a series of binary images are subsequently stacked. The 3D image in Figure 7 (a) is generated by stacking 700 binary images along the -direction, and it is composed of 700 × 700 × 700 ( × × ) voxels. The concrete model in Figure 7 is the region of interest (ROI) selected from the insulating concrete specimen. Figure 7(b) shows the void image of the specimen. From this image, both large void clusters and minute sparsely dispersed voids inside the specimen can effectively be detected; it can be denoted that the image resolution used in this study is sufficient to describe capillary pores including the void induced by glass beads. Using the image in Figure 7 , the void ratio as well as the spatial distribution of voids inside the insulating concrete specimen can be identified. To quantify the void distribution in the specimen, the probabilistic methods discussed in Section 3 can be used.
Quantitative Description of Void Distribution Using Probability Functions.
In this study, to quantitatively describe the spatial distribution of voids, three low-order probability functions-two-point correlation ( VV ), lineal-path ( V ), and two-point cluster ( V ) functions-are used. Here, the subscript V indicates the void phase. Figure 8 shows probability functions for the ROI of the insulating concrete specimen for the , , and directions. In each function, is the distance between two points, and is the length of the specimen in the axial direction. The two-point correlation function for voids, VV ( ), is shown in Figure 8 (a), and it is found to be similar for the , , and directions. The relative degree of void clustering for different directions can be identified using VV ( ); large VV ( ) values for a specific direction indicates that more voids are clustered in that direction. Therefore, Figure 8 (a) indicates that the degree of void clustering in the specimen is almost isotropic or statistically identical for all axial directions. Figure 8 (b) shows V ( ) for the , , and directions; it is similar in all three directions, indicating that the straightline void connectivity is isotropic in all three directions, even though a small difference is found in Figure 8(b) . Similarly, the two-point cluster function ( V ( )) in Figure 8 (c) shows an isotropic void distribution when / is 0-0.2. However, anisotropic fluctuation of V ( ) is observed when / is 0.2-0.6. This indicates the existence of anisotropic continuous void clusters with different sizes in the specimen. These results indicate that the relative size of the void clustering within a specimen can be quantitatively identified using the probability functions; Figure 8 indicates that a specific region of the specimen contains an anisotropic continuous void cluster. Continuous void clusters passing through the specimen that affect material properties, such as permeability, can also be identified using the two-point cluster function. The existence of a void cluster passing through the entire specimen can be identified from the V ( ) value when / is 1; the function values are not equal to zero when the percolating void clusters exist in the specimen. In addition, the applicability of the specimen as a representative volume element (RVE, the smallest subset of material volume that describes representative properties) can be identified from the probability function; when the specimen is a RVE, each probability function for all directions should be the same because a RVE of concrete is isotropic. From the two-point correlation and lineal-path functions, the concrete sample investigated in this study can be considered as a RVE of the specimen because their values are almost the same for all axial directions. However, the result of the two-point correlation function in Figure 8 (c) demonstrates that this sample contains relatively large and anisotropic void clusters passing through the specimen, which confirms that this sample might not be considered as a RVE of the specimen; for more detailed investigation about the applicability of a RVE, the use of a larger sample will be needed.
To evaluate the effect of glass beads on the concrete specimen, CT images of the specimens with/without glass beads are compared. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) , respectively, show cross-sectional images of the specimen with and without glass beads. The two cases differ owing to the existence of glass beads in the specimen. The void ratio of the specimen with glass beads (Figure 9(a) ) is 10.93%, and that of the specimen without glass beads (Figure 9(b) ) is 6.84%. As shown in the binary images in Figure 9 , the voids distributed between the fine aggregate (white region) are more distinctive in Figure 9 (a) than in Figure 9 (b). Voids induced by glass beads are found to restrict the chemical reaction between aggregates. Therefore, more voids are dispersed between aggregates in the specimen that contains glass beads, and this phenomenon can be inferred from the CT images in Figure 9 .
The results of this study show that the void distribution within insulating concrete can be characterized using CT imaging and probabilistic functions. In addition, the effect of specific constituents (e.g., glass beads) on the concrete material can also be examined from CT images.
Conclusions
This study investigated methods for characterizing the spatial distribution of the constituents of insulating concrete. For insulating concrete, a specimen that contained hollow glass beads to increase the insulating effect was used. In general, glass beads having a diameter of a few micrometers can be utilized to secure regularly distributed voids within the specimen. To visualize the void distribution in the concrete specimen without damaging it, the high-energy micro-CT facility at the PAL synchrotron was used. The synchrotron device was necessary to obtain a high-resolution image because the constituent, for example, glass bead, can only be described in the CT image with micrometer pixel size.
The specific constituents in the insulating concrete specimen were identified using CT images. In particular, the void distribution within the ROI of the insulating concrete was described using a series of CT images and CT image processing. The spatial distribution of voids in the specimen could be visualized using the 3D digital insulating concrete image generated by the subsequent stacking of 2D binarized images. To quantify the void distribution of the specimen, probabilistic methods such as two-point correlation, linealpath, and two-point cluster functions were adopted. From these low-order probability functions, the degree of void clustering and void connectivity can be characterized. The isotropy of the void distribution in the specimen was also demonstrated from the probability functions. The results confirm that CT imaging with a highresolution image and a low-order probability function can be effectively used to examine the spatial distribution of the voids in insulating concrete. Anisotropy of the void distribution was effectively examined by using these methods effectively, and the applicability of the specimen as a RVE was also identified. In particular, the heterogeneity and anisotropy of the void distribution were identified by using these methods, which can be used to design an optimized insulating concrete model with appropriate void size and distribution. Further simulation studies of heat conduction and mechanical behavior for insulating concrete samples might be necessary to evaluate the relationship between void distribution and material properties, such as thermal conductivity and strength of insulating concrete, in detail.
